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Today in luxury:

Pain from Hong Kong protests spreads as luxury brands get hit

The impact from the Hong Kong protests is spreading to global luxury retailers, with jewelry and cosmetics getting
hurt as shoppers and big-spending travelers stay away, reports Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Sotheby's and Stadium Goods sell sneaker collection in private sale

The Sotheby's and Stadium Goods sneaker auction took a surprising turn Wednesday morning when they revealed
that 99 of the 100 sneakers on auction had been privately acquired by entrepreneur and collector Miles Nadal for
$850,000, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Yacht owners ditch life on land for the high seas

Garry Hubbard didn't envision a quiet life for himself and his wife, Libby Hubbard, on solid ground. He wanted to
retire aboard a yacht, per the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Remy Cointreau confident on China after weak start of year

French spirits group Remy Cointreau on Thursday expressed confidence revenue would rise in the second quarter
after a weak start to the year and said that it could deliver double-digit sales growth in China, according to Reuters.
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Click here to read the entire article on Reuters
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